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What is the meaning of the 
Helsinki harbor site?!
!

What is the scope of social needs this 
site addresses?!
Helsinki? Europe? The world?!

What is the real social situation of the 
moment? !
What kind of building would address that 
situation?!
!
!



!
If the global economy is collapsing from lack of trust ..!
!
If the human race is going to be pressed back into the 
Nordics in order to survive climate change .. !
!
If networked AI is coming online in the cloud now ..!
!
If genomic and systems science is turning biology into 
technology, and vice versa ..!
!
How can Europa, the Nordics, Finland, Helsinki best prepare?!
!
How should this space be used?!
!
!
!



the function of social space has collapsed in our society.  !
!
The existing social-economic order cannot be the domain of this 
construction.!
!
What is needed first and most of all, is that a new social-economic 
organisation be the legal domain of this site.!



The P2P Enclave!
!
!A P2P Enclave is .. !

a special economic zone,!
a cross between SHENZEN and a foreign embassy, !
a station in an emergent transnational p2p social 
organisation., with a novel legal structurE!
!



A p2p enclave instantiates space for the emerging 
decentraliseD p2p society.!

!
It is a market for high quality citizen science, 
open software and hardware, and development 
over the blockchain data layer and application 

stack. !
!
!
!



 The Venetians maintained a sort of networked merchants’ guild 
headquartered in Venice, with Venetian enclaves rented in major 
Mediterranean port cities for habitation by Venetian merchants 
who happened to be there at any given time.   
 
The Venetians’ distributed society, much like Stephenson’s phyles, 
provided a range of support and governance services for its 
members. 



How to construct a p2p enclave!



1. Make a large hangar with a girder framework  



2. Enclose the hangar in a larger framework  



3. Both frameworks mechanically hang layers of 
optical fabrics for walls 

-  Photothermal deflection 
-  Retro-reflection 
-  Etc. 



4. Cranes, bots, and dollys are designed into the 
framework 



5. Flooring, walls, panels, and structural supports 
can be rapidly moved and reconfigured 



6. The inner hanger houses a stack of small 
apartments called ‘Personal Spheres’ under the 
dome 



7. ‘Personal Spheres’ are microdwellings that 
collect personal health and lifestream data from 
sick people 



8. A Data Center goes in the Capitol Dome  

-  Anchors local -> regional -> national meshnets 
 
-  Clinical data standard compliance for personal medical 

data: HIPAA, CLIA, GCP, 21 CFR parts 11, 58, and 493, 
European Data Privacy laws and regulations 

!



9. Between the inner and outer framework, four 
quarters house STEAM* engineers and their tools. 
Each quarter clusters around a tower. 

*Science Technology Engineering Art Math!



10. STEAM artisans and Personal Sphere residents 
work together to produce maximum value for the 
P2P Commons 



11. The STEAM crews provide Personal Sphere 
residents the experience of a concentrated, 
futuristic, magical Blue Zone society 



12. The entire construction, with its optical wall 
fabrics, robotised theatrical sets, and other tricks, is 
a means for generating the natural movement, 
purpose, belonging, and ‘right tribe’ - the social 
healing that heals us all 



13. The technology doesn’t heal the sick; the sick 
heal the social technology 



14. Vegetation and hydroponics run up the central 
spiral of Personal Spheres, sprouting from a 
sculptural ‘megaflora’ 



15. Drones fly to and from ports in the Dome  



16. Matching sculptures of smaller megaflora are 
installed in the hearts of neighborhoods around 
Helsinki. These sculptures are local meshnet 
routers.  



17. Enclave drones fly routes from ‘meshnet flower 
to flower’, fulfilling several functions, such as 
collecting biosamples from locals 
 



18. The drones also enable patients in the Personal 
Spheres to fly 



19. Personal Spheres are made with optical fabrics,  
like the Enclave’s walls as a whole: next-gen AR 



20. Personal Spheres and the Enclave’s optical 
surfaces integrate sensors and other means, 
functioning more like externalised neural network 
tissue than screens for projection  



21. The optical tissues of the building’s skin bends 
light when viewed from inside or out  



22. The Enclave is not a building. Like the human 
bodymind, it is a structure designed to deeply 
enfold topologies across wide scales of spacetime  



23. It may choose to appear as its influences 
(Battersea Power, St. Paul’s, Foster’s Reichstag) .. 



24. It may choose to appear as its blueprint, a Do-
Ho Suh becoming the building it describes 



25. Or it may choose not to appear at all 



26. It may enfold far more space, both inside and 
out 



27. It may enfold far more time 



28. The Enclave is simultaneously here, and 
everywhere else P2P Society establishes itself as its 
own subject 



29. All the doors and locks are math. It is more 
math than building. But the math is all biomath  



30. As P2P Enclaves arise in more places and 
connect into a global hyperweb of meshworks, 
cryptocurrencies  take their place as the Bancor the 
national economies so desperately need 



If you blockchain it, 
you liberate it from 

the old systems 

If you blockchain it, 
you liberate it from 

the old ARCHITECTURE 
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These IMAGES introduce A DESIGN which, due to its hIghly 
interdiscIplinary and technical nature, is CURRENTLY 
more a LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC experience than a visual 
one. MAJOR socio, neuro, and biological ASPECTS OF THIS 
DESIGN HAVE BEEN OMITTED FROM THIS PRESENTATION.!


